5TH RESEARCH WORKSHOP
BANCO DE ESPAÑA - CEMFI

Banco de España, Madrid
16 November 2018

AGENDA

BANCO DE ESPAÑA
CONFERENCE ROOM: DG ECONOMICS, STATISTICS AND RESEARCH
(Access to the building: Calle Alcalá 48)

8:45 – 9:00 Welcome coffee

9:00 – 10:00 Learning from Exporters: Establishment-level Productivity Spillovers in Colombia
Nicola Cortinovis (Erasmus University Rotterdam)
Jacopo Timini (Banco de España)

10:00 – 11:00 Tasks, Cities and Urban Wage Premia
Anja Grujovic (CEMFI)

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee break

11:30 – 12:30 Mutual Funding
Javier Gil-Bazo (Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona GSE)
Peter Hoffmann (European Central Bank)
Sergio Mayordomo (Banco de España)

12:30 – 13:30 Urban Growth and its Aggregate Implications
Gilles Duranton (University of Pennsylvania)
Diego Puga (CEMFI)

13:30 Light lunch

Authors will have 45 minutes for their presentation, followed by 15 minutes of general discussion.